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- **Civilization VI cross-play to return June 25 with a huge update** [2]

  It is now confirmed that not only will Civilization VI be getting a massive update on June 25, cross-platform online play will also properly return too.

  Firaxis Games themselves put out a post on Twitter, confirming this last week and then replying to us to mention that includes Linux. Aspyr Media, who ported it to Linux and macOS also confirmed this on Twitter too. This is going to be good news, since the recent updates prevented many people playing together.

- **Transport Fever 2 gets much expanded modding and new features** [3]

  For modding the scripting interface was reworked, there's a new UI, an in-game console for LUA scripting was added, custom cargo models are possible, they added support for dynamic game resources, per-save mod settings are possible and the list of what they've added to boost modding goes on for a while. It's also good to see Linux was not an afterthought here, as it's possible to do it on Linux too as the model editor has a Linux build and the new official Modding Wiki mentions Linux plenty too.

- **Exit: A Biodelic Adventure has outrageous art and a world where everything is alive** [4]

  A world in which computers can be fed and cured, where DNA-passwords open gene-locks, insect hormones revitalize memory, biofactories that give birth to household utensils and a lot more await in Exit: A Biodelic Adventure.
There's also something about an epidemic ravaging the human race, enslaving them and involving a big Worm. You also apparently at some point even enter your own spine. Quite possibly the weirdest title I've ever seen, with a most peculiar setting and yet I felt the absolute need to explore it.

- **PS1-styled horror 'Alisa' is fully funded and coming to Linux** [5]

  Tank controls, PS1 styled graphics and a whole lot of atmosphere awaits you in Alisa and it's coming to Linux now it's been fully funded thanks to Kickstarter backers.

  Set in an alternate fantasy 1920s, you play as an Elite Royal Agent called Alisa. You're hot on the tail of a wanted criminal and somehow end up stuck in a haunted old victorian mansion filled with mechanized doll-like humanoids and it's pretty freaky.

- **Titanfall 2 | Linux Gaming | Ubuntu 20.04 | Steam Play** [6]

  Titanfall 2 running through Steam Play on Linux
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